Your voice matters at YT2018 RoundTables!

Dear elder/leader,

We are looking forward to an amazing time at YWAM Together 2018 in Thailand. This will be a YWAM gathering like no other. One of the unique aspects of this gathering will be “RoundTables with Elders and Leaders”. The Lord has spoken to us, from the feeding of the 5,000 in Matthew 14:15-21, when Jesus said, “You feed them.”

RoundTables will be an opportunity for small groups of YWAMers to meet and chat with more experienced elders or leaders about life, ministry and leadership. And in this way, thousands will be fed through the voices of hundreds of elders and leaders.

For these sessions, we are inviting elders and leaders who have been in the mission for 10+ years, whether they hold a positional title or not, as well as some younger leaders who have broad influence and may be considered an elder in that sense. We will arrange 2 elders or leaders for each table to share lunch and chat with 8 other YWAMers. This is NOT an attempt to qualify who is or isn't an elder in YWAM, but rather to provide a platform for more “eldership” to happen through sharing life experiences in conversation over a meal.

To do this, we need at least 600 elders and leaders! That means we need you!

As an elder or leader in YWAM, you are invited to contribute to these meaningful sessions. Please click on http://bit.ly/RoundTables-Elders-Leaders-Form to access a short sign-up form for your participation, as well as a more detailed info sheet on the RoundTables sessions. And if you have not registered yet, please click on YT 2018 registration.

If you have any questions, please email and ask. We'll see you at YT2018!

Revelation 4:1,
Phil Porter & the RoundTables team